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Unraveling the oxidation of graphitic lattice is of great interest for atomic-scale lattice manipulation.
Herein, we build epoxy cluster, atom by atom, using Van der Waals’ density-functional theory aided by
Clar’s aromatic π-sextet rule. We predict the formation of cyclic epoxy trimers and its linear chains
propagating along the armchair direction of the lattice to minimize the system’s energy. Using low-
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy on oxidized graphitic lattice, we identify linear chains as bright
features that have a threefold symmetry, and which exclusively run along the armchair direction of the
lattice confirming the theoretical predictions.
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The chemical functionalization of graphitic materials
(graphene, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes) has been heavily
investigated to control electronic, optoelectronic, and barrier
properties. Oxidation has been a method of choice given its
simplicity and scalability. The oxidation of graphitic lattice
has been widely studied to understand the formation of
graphite and graphene oxide [1–3], to unzip carbon nano-
tubes [4,5], to synthesize graphene nanoribbons [6,7],
and to incorporate vacancy defects in graphene [8–10].
Mechanistic understanding of the structural evolution of the
graphitic lattice during the oxidation process is of funda-
mental interest. Such understandingwill accelerate efforts to
gain atomic-scale control over lattice oxidation to advance
the applications in electronics [11–14], optoelectronics
[12,13,15,16], optics [17], magnetism [18], and mass trans-
port [8,19–23]. However, despite a widescale adaptation of
oxidation, the underlying evolution of graphitic structure,
even at the early stage of oxidation, remains debated. There
is no consensus on the structure of oxidized graphitic lattice.
It is now agreed that oxidation of the graphitic lattice

proceeds with the chemisorption of oxygen in the form of
an epoxy group [24–29]. Epoxy group is favored as the
chemisorption product because it does involve a splitting of
the C─C bond of the lattice. For example, epoxy group is
predicted to form from the chemisorption of O3 on
graphene with a low energy barrier of 0.72 eV [30]. The
epoxy groups are highly mobile with a low energy barrier
for diffusion (0.7 eV) over the lattice corresponding to a
hopping timescale of seconds at room temperature [30,31].
This allows epoxy groups to form clusters minimizing the
net energy of the functionalized lattice [32]. Continued
oxidation leads to the formation of large clusters where

lattice is strained. This considerably weakens the C─C
bond close to the chemisorbed O [33]. Further energy
stimulus then initiates a chain of events relieving the lattice
strain by the cleavage of the C─C bond, e.g., by the
formation of ether, and ultimately by gasification leading to
the formation of vacancy defects [34,35].
Understanding the formation of epoxy clusters and the

corresponding organization of epoxies in the cluster is
crucial to control defect morphology at the atomic scale.
However, the clustering of epoxy continues to be debated
mainly due to the challenges in validating the cluster
structure arising from the high reactivity of epoxy groups.
Progress toward imaging of epoxy groups was made
recently where isolated epoxies on the graphene lattice
were visualized by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
[28]. However, clusters were not observed because the O
coverage in this study was low (below 0.01 monolayer).
Because of the lack of experimental data, the current

understanding of epoxy clustering is from ab initio studies
to predict and compare cluster binding energy. Li et al.
were the first to show that two epoxy groups prefer to sit on
the opposite ends of the honeycomb (henceforth referred as
para-dimer configuration) [32]. In this configuration, the
epoxies are separated by two C─C bridges. Later, by using
a larger (7 × 7) graphene supercell, Sun et al. showed that
the two epoxies in dimer prefer to be separated by a single
C─C bridge (henceforth referred as meta-dimer configu-
ration) [33].
The continued addition of epoxy has been predicted to

form elongated clusters or linear chains in a bid to explain
the crack formation and unzipping of graphitic materials.
A frequently proposed chain structure is one formed by
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organization of epoxy chain running along the zigzag
direction of the lattice where honeycomb hosts two oxygen
in the para configuration [Fig. S7(b)]. However, such a
configuration is doubtful when isolated dimers prefer the
meta configuration.
In this Letter, we address the longstanding questions on

the evolution of the epoxy cluster. Using the Van der Waals
(VdW) density-functional theory (DFT), we show that the
epoxy cluster indeed evolves as a linear chain; however, the
chain is composed of a cooperative assembly of cyclic
trimers that uniquely follow the armchair direction to
minimize the net energy of the system. We validate the
predicted structure by synthesizing epoxy clusters on the
graphitic lattice and imaging them using low-temperature
STM (LTSTM). We indeed observe the formation of linear
chains that show a good agreement with the predicted
structure, including chain propagation along the armchair
direction. Taken together, we reveal step-by-step formation
of the linear epoxy chain that opens a new direction for
precise atomic-scale control for lattice functionalization
and patterning.
To understand the evolution of the epoxy cluster, we

built several structural models representing clusters formed
by dimers, trimers, tetramers, and pentamers. The graphitic
substrate was modeled using bilayer graphene (supercell
made of 7 × 7 periodic unit cells) representing a supported
graphene layer (consistent with the graphitic substrate used
in the experiments as discussed later). We calculated cluster
energy, defined as the net energy of the cluster in a given
configuration. Next, we compared the cluster energy for
isomers (defined as clusters hosting the same number of
epoxies) to arrive at the most probable isomer.
For dimers, we computed the cluster energy for the most

probable isomers [33] where epoxies are placed inside a
single honeycomb in the para and in the meta configura-
tions [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), Fig. S1]. The VdW-DFT
calculation indicated that the cluster energy of the meta
configuration was lower than that of the para configuration
by 0.73 eV, making the former favorable [Table S1]. This
comparison is consistent with the comparison of the
binding energy of the isomer (Supplemental Material
[36], Note S1). This finding can be explained by the
Clar’s aromatic π-sextet rule, which has been successfully
used in the past to describe the relative stability of
polyaromatic hydrocarbons and graphene nanoribbons
(Supplemental Material, Note S2) [31,52]. The isomer
with the largest number of π sextets is more favorable
because this represents a smaller disruption to the aroma-
ticity of the lattice [52–54]. To understand this, we drew a
graphene lattice hosting ten π sextets [Fig. 1(c)]. Then we
drew the two dimer and counted the number of π sextets.
Indeed, meta-dimer has one more π sextet than para-dimer.
Given the predictive nature of Clar’s theory on the most

probable cluster, we drew structural models of isomers of
larger epoxy clusters (trimers, tetramers, and pentamers)

building from the metadimer and predicted the relative
probability of the corresponding isomers by counting the
number of π-sextets. For trimers, we considered the two
most probable isomers. The first one is a cyclic trimer when
the third epoxy is added within the same honeycomb as that
of the dimer [Fig. 1(d)]. The second isomer is formed when
the third epoxy is added outside the honeycomb at the
nearest neighbor site (i.e., at a site separated by a single
C─C bridge). We refer to this isomer as trimer-2 [Fig. 1(e)].
Based on Clar’s structure, the cyclic trimer maximizes the
number of π sextets (Fig. S2). Indeed, VdW-DFT calcu-
lation shows that the cluster energy for cyclic trimer is
0.55 eV lower than that of trimer-2.
As the cluster grows, the number of isomers increases

significantly. To manage this, we restricted our search for
the most probable isomer for a cluster with kþ 1 epoxies
by fixing the starting point using the most stable cluster
hosting k epoxies. For example, knowing that cyclic trimers
are the most stable cluster made of three epoxies, we built
tetramer isomers by placing one additional epoxy next to
the cyclic trimer. Three most probable tetramer isomers
were studied. In two of them, the fourth epoxy is placed at
the nearest neighbor position (i.e., separated by a single
C─C bridge from an epoxy in the cyclic trimer [tetramer-1
in Fig. 2(a) and tetramer-2 in Fig. 2(b)]. In the third isomer
(tetramer-3), the fourth epoxy is separated by two C─C
bridges [Fig. 2(c)]. Among these, tetramer-1 and 2 have
eight π sextets, while tetramer-3 has only six π sextets
(Fig. S3), making tetramer-1 and 2 more probable. VdW-
DFT–based calculation of cluster energy agrees with this

FIG. 1. Comparison of cluster isomers. (a) Para-dimer.
(b) Meta-dimer. Relative energy for (a) and (b) is shown on
the right. (c) The illustration of Clar’s structure for the pristine
lattice, para-dimer, and meta-dimer. (d) Cyclic trimer. (e) Trimer-
2. The relative energy for (d) and (e) is shown on the right.
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prediction. Tetramer-1 and 2 have the lowest cluster energy
with a small energy difference of 0.15 eV among them,
while tetramer-3 has 0.68 eV higher energy than that of
tetramer-1.
Given that both tetramer-1 and 2 have a similar energy,

we built pentamer isomers by placing an additional epoxy
in the meta configuration to the fourth epoxy of the two
tetramer isomers [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. The resulting two
pentamer isomers have equal number of π sextets (seven)
indicating that they may have a similar probability
(Fig. S4). This is also confirmed by VdW-DFT calculations
that indicate that the difference in energy between these two
isomers is quite small (0.12 eV).
Based on the organization of epoxies in tetramer and

pentamer isomers, we note a few interesting points. In
tetramer-2, there are four epoxy pairs in the meta configu-
ration [Fig. 2(b)]. In contrast, in tetramer-1, there are only
three epoxy pairs in the meta configuration. The pair
formed by the second and fourth epoxy of tetramer-1 is
less favorable than the meta configuration [Fig. 2(a)].
Given that the epoxy pair in meta configuration is most
stable, tetramer-2 could be favored over tetramer-1.
Similarly, pentamer-2 hosts two cyclic trimers whereas
pentamer-1 hosts only one cyclic trimer [Figs. 2(d) and
2(e)]. These observations indicate that tetramer-2 and its
subsequent evolution into pentamer-2 could be favored
over tetramer-1 and pentamer-1, respectively. However, the
energy difference predicted by VdW-DFT between these

two sets of isomers is too small to confirm this hypothesis.
This motivated us to compare the energy of larger clusters.
We note that a supercellmade of7 × 7 periodic unit cells is

not large enough for the larger clusters to avoid interactions
between the epoxy groups in the neighboring periodic
replica. Given that the pentamer isomers start to take the
shape of a linear chain, we performed calculations on an
elongated supercell made of 5 × 10 periodic unit cells. This
way, we made sure that epoxies in an image will not interact
with other epoxies in the neighboring replicas (Fig. S5).
We built two undecamer isomers following the two

distinct epoxy addition schemes used to build pentamer-1
and -2 starting from the cyclic trimer. Briefly, epoxy
addition was always carried out at the nearest neighbor
site. In the case of the linear chain extending from
pentamer-2, the meta configuration was always ensured
for additional epoxies. This led to a chain of cyclic trimer
[undecamer-2, Fig. 3(b)]. In the other scheme, a chain of
dimer was obtained [undecamer-1, Fig. 3(a)]. The number
of π sextets in both cases were equal (Fig. S6); however, in
this case, VdW-DFT calculations could confirm our prior
assertion. The undecamer-2 reduces the cluster energy by
0.36 eV in comparison to undecamer-1, which makes the
former more favorable. Therefore, the linear epoxy cluster
on the graphitic lattice is expected to be composed of the
chain of cyclic trimers.
By comparing the cyclic trimer chain (undecamer-2)

with the dimer chain (undecamer-1), one observes an
interesting structural registry of the chain propagation
direction with the graphitic lattice. The latter always
propagates along the zigzag direction of the lattice, whereas
the former always propagates along the armchair direction
(direction highlighted by arrows in Fig. 3). The unique
chain propagation can be also easily visualized in the Clar’s
sextet diagram for the two undecamer isomers (Fig. S6).
This registry of cyclic trimer chain exclusively along the
armchair direction is because propagation along the zigzag

FIG. 2. Comparison of cluster isomers. (a) Tetramer-1.
(b) Tetramer-2. (c) Tetramer-3. (d) Pentamer-1. (e) Pentamer-2.

FIG. 3. (a) The structures of dimer chain (undecamer-1).
(b) The structure of trimer chain (undecamer-2). The shaded
honeycombs highlight the propagation of chains from pentamer.
The arrows mark the direction of chain.
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direction would violate the maximum number of bonds for
the C atom. In the armchair direction, two neighboring
graphitic honeycombs share an epoxy at their shared edge
[i.e., epoxy # 1, 5, 6, 9, and 10 in Fig. 3(b)], with five
epoxies in two neighboring honeycombs.
As discussed before, a chain running along the zigzag

direction (Fig. S7) with oxygen in para configuration is
often discussed in the literature to explain the crack
propagation in the graphene lattice [30,33]. Compared to
a cyclic trimer chain with same number of oxygen, this

configuration leads to a larger disruption in the aromaticity
of the lattice, reflected in a lower number of π sextets
(Fig. S7), and therefore, is less likely. VdW-DFT calcu-
lations confirm that the chain in the para configuration
results in significantly higher system energy (1.02 eV)
compared to the cyclic trimer chain.
Next, we oxidized a graphitic substrate and carried out

LTSTM imaging to validate our prediction on the formation
and organization of epoxies. For this, a mild oxidation of
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was carried out

FIG. 4. Validation of the structure of epoxy chain. (a) The O1s XPS spectrum from mildly oxidized HOPG. The adsorbed water peak
was determined by XPS experiment on HOPG that was not subjected to oxidation (Fig. S8). (b) LTSTM image of mildly oxidized
HOPG. (c) A high-resolution LTSTM scan from an area enclosed by the black square in (b). (d) High-resolution LTSTM image from
another area. The inset shows the orientation of the linear chain with distribution for orientation in a pie diagram. The orientations were
obtained from 126 linear chains in panel (b). The bias voltage and tunneling current for STM images in (b)–(d) were þ2 V and 0.5 nA,
respectively. (e) STS spectra collected from points 1 and 2 in (d). (f) Magnified view of the pristine graphitic area from panel (d). The
graphene lattice is superimposed on the image to illustrate the three armchair directions. The ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30° superstructure of graphite

is illustrated by a blue hexagon. (g) A fast Fourier transform generated from an area in panel (f). Hexagons representing graphitic lattice
and ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30° superstructure are superimposed on top of the fast Fourier transform.
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by a short exposure to a flow of O3. High-resolution x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the onset of an
O1s peak [531.6 eV, Fig. 4(a)], which could be assigned to
the epoxy group [55]. For LTSTM imaging, the oxidized
substrate was quickly transferred into the ultrahigh vacuum
chamber of the instrument and the substrate was cooled
down to 4 K to avoid contamination and arrest further
cluster aggregation [56].
Scanning the epoxidized substrate with a bias voltage

of þ2 V, we observed several bright linear features
[Fig. 4(b)]. Higher resolution scans revealed lattice-
resolved graphite surface over which the linear features
could be reproduced, confirming that these features were
not artifacts but clusters [Fig. 4(c)]. The scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) spectra [Fig. 4(e)] obtained from these
features [points 1 and 2 in Fig. 4(d)] revealed the presence
of a band gap (1.7–1.9 eV), which is expected for the epoxy
group, and is consistent with the reported band gap for
graphene oxide (∼1.6 eV) [57]. In combination with the
O1s XPS data, this confirms that these clusters are indeed
composed of epoxies. Ether clusters can be ruled out
because ether group has sp2 hybridization and a large
band gap is not expected [58].
The angles between the linear features were restricted to

0°, 60°, and 120°, indicating an underlying threefold sym-
metry [inset of Fig. 4(d), Figs. S9, S10]. This could arise from
a structural registry between the linear features and the
graphitic lattice. With high-resolution image and the corre-
sponding fast Fourier transform [Figs. 4(f) and 4(g)], we
could resolve the graphitic lattice including ð ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30°

superstructure of graphite [59–65] and armchair and zigzag
directions. This made it clear that the linear features
propagated exclusively along the three armchair directions
of the lattice. This validates that the linear features cannot be
dimer chain, and are likely trimer chain.
Simulated STM images for cyclic epoxy trimer had a

good agreement with the smallest features in the STM
image (Fig. S11). The simulated STM images for trimer
chain were also consistent with the STM image of the
chains acquired at bias voltages of þ2 V and −1.5 V
(Fig. S12).
This study systematically reveals that the epoxy groups

form linear clusters on the graphitic lattice to minimize the
total energy of the system by minimizing the disruption of
the aromaticity. Our theoretical predictions based on VdW-
DFT calculation and Clar’s aromatic π-sextet rule in
combination with LTSTM imaging of the clusters confirm
that not only do clusters organize in the shape of a linear
chain, but they follow a unique structural pattern. They first
form a cyclic epoxy trimer that then propagates as a chain
of cyclic trimers along the armchair direction of the
graphitic lattice.
Overall, we resolve the longstanding question on the

structure of epoxy cluster on the graphitic lattice, a feature
that has been central to the discussion on defects formation

including crack formation in graphite, unzipping of carbon
nanotubes, and the formation of vacancy defects in gra-
phene. We reveal that the epoxy cluster propagates in the
shape of a linear chain of cyclic epoxy trimers and that it
has a unique structural registry with the graphitic lattice,
i.e., it propagates exclusively along the armchair direction
of the lattice. This understanding will allow one to develop
highly precise techniques for defect incorporation, func-
tionalization, and patterning of graphitic materials at the
atomic scale with applications in electronics, optoelectron-
ics, magnetism, and mass transport.
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